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(54) Printed circuit connector

(57) A connector (10) for connecting electrical con-
ductor areas of flexible circuits (22,23) with associated
conductor pads (51) of an edge connector portion of a
circuit board (51), comprising a connector housing
(12,14) having a circuit board opening (16) sized to at
least partially accommodate the edge connector por-
tion, and a further opening allowing passage of the flex-
ible circuits into an interior cavity of the connector
housing. A first spring (20) and second spring (30) each
have a resilient arched feature (28,38) for supporting
one of the flexible circuits (23,33) to resiliently bias an
electrical conductor area of the associated flexible cir-
cuit into electrical contact with associated conductor
pads (51) when the connector engages the edge con-
nector portion. The electrical conductor areas (25,35) of
the flexible circuits face each other. At least one of the
springs is bent so as to have a first L shaped portion
(26) and a second L shaped portion (29) at an end
thereof, with the second L shaped portion (29) being ori-
ented approximately 90 degrees offset to the first L
shaped portion (26), and one end of the first L shaped
portion (26) contacting one end of the second L shaped
portion (29). The springs (20,30) resiliently urge the
flexible circuits (23,33) to provide electrical contact with
the conductor pads (51) of the edge connector portion
when the connector is attached at a desired location to
the circuit board.
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